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tjl. INTRODUCTION 
ONE OF THE outstanding questions in the classical theory of minimal surfaces asks whether 
or not the helicoid is the only properly embedded minimal surface in [w’ with finite topology 
and infinite total curvature. Since the ends of a surface of finite topology are annuli, this 
question is essentially one of describing the asymptotic behavior of embedded minimal 
annuli in [w’. When a minimal annulus has finite total curvature, it is asymptotic to either a 
plane or a half-catcnoid [I?]. Rcccntly, Hoffman and Meeks [4] proved that a properly 
embedded minimal surface can have at most two annular ends of infinite total curvature. 
In this paper WC analyse further the geometry of properly embedded minimal surfaces of 
finite topology in aBJ that have infinite total curvature. In order to carry out this analysis, we 
will need two technical results. the first of which WC explain now. Consider the family of 
catcnoids 
C,= ((x, y, :)E ~R’~t*x* +t*y* =cosh*(tz)), 
for I > 0. The first technical result. just referred to, states that a properly immersed minimal 
annulus that lies above some C, must have finite total curvature. More precisely: 
TtiEOREM 1.1. /!,rt 
W,={(x,y, z)~IW~~t*.~*+t*y*~cosh*(t~), ~20). 
Suppose f: M -, 88’ is a proper minimal immersion of an annulus with smooth compact boundary 
such that the image is conttrined in IV,jor some t >O. Then M has finite total curvature. 
One of our main applications of Theorem I.1 is the following global result: 
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose IVJ is a properly embedded minimal surfuce in R3 that has two 
annular ends. each having injinitr total currttture. Then these two ends have representatives E,, 
E, satisfyiny the following: 
I. There exist disjoirlt closed hal$paces DU ,, 80, such that E, c W , and E, c DO,. 
2. All other annular ends C$ Al are asymptotic to jlat planes parallel to &I-U,. 
3. M has only a jinite number of normal vectors parallel to the normal vector of&U,. 
tThc research described in this paper was supported by research grant DE-FGO2-86ER250125 of the Applied 
Mathematical Science subprogram of the Oflicc of Energy Research, U.S. Department of Energy, and National 
Science Foundation grants DMS461157-l and DMS-R503350. 
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Since the proof of Theorem 1.2 holds when M has compact boundary, the following 
corollary is a simple consequence of Theorem 1.2. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let f: M +R3 be a proper1-v embedded minimal surface with finite 
topology and smooth compact boundary. If M has a catenoid end, then M has at most one end 
with infinite total cursuture. 
Jorge and Xavier [6] proved that there exist many nonplanar complete minimal surfaces 
in the open slab S= {(xl. x2, x,)10< x3 c 1) in iw’. The existence of these surfaces answered a 
question raised by Calabi as to whether a complete minimal surface in a halfspace must be a 
plane. Later Rosenberg and Toubiana [ 111, using a similar construction. proved that the 
slab S contains a complete minimally immersed annulus A. The annulus A intersects each 
plane P, = {x3 =t) in a single closed immersed curve for every t in the interval (0, 1). In 
particular. the expamples of Rosenberg and Toubiana are proper minimal immersions into 
S. These existence theorems contrast strongly with a recent theorem of Hoffman and Meeks 
[S]: A properly immersed minimal sur$ace in R3 that is contained in a ha$pace must be a 
plane. It follows that the examples of Jorge-Xavier and Rosenberg-Toubiana cannot be 
proper as maps into Iw3 even though they may be proper as maps into an open slab. 
Suppose X : 1114 W; is a proper minimal immersion of a surface with finite topolog:r and 
compact boundary. By Theorem I. I, M has finite total curvature. In this case every normal 
vector to the surface is obtained finitely often. This result contrasts strongly with an 
example of Rosenberg and Toubiana [I I]. Their example is a complete minimal immersion 
X : A+&!’ of the annulus A = {z E 431 IzI> I; whose third coordinate function is X,(x) = InJzl, 
and A has infinite total curvature. Since X3 is proper and nonncgativc on A, A is properly 
immersed in 08” and X(A) lies in a halfspace. Results of Fujimoto [Z], [3], MO and 
Osscrman [trl], Osscrman (Y], Xavier [13] imply that the Gauss map of X obtains cvcry 
value infinitely often except for possibly 4 values. 
We make one further remark that clarifies the reason for the finite topology hypotheses 
that will appear in the statcmcnt of our second technical result. Recently Callahan, 
Hoffman, and Meeks [I] constructed a periodic, properly embedded, minimal surface 
hIcaB_’ that intersects the x,x,-plane in a simple closed curve. The portion Aft = 
{XI. x2. x3)~lZflx3>0~ is a proper minimal surface in Iw3 that is contained in a 
halfspace. has compact analytic boundary, and the Gauss map of M + obtains every 
value infinitely often. By the next theorem, MC must, as we already knew, have infinite 
topology. This technical theorem will be used in the proof of part 3 of Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose X: MdR-’ is a proper analytic minimul immersion of a non-jut 
unulytic surfuce with compact boundury und with finite topology. If X(,%f) is contained in a 
halfspuce, then the collection of points of M with normal vectors purallel to the normul vector of 
the boundury of the h&space is a finite set. 
92. TllE PROOF OF TIIEOREM 1.1 
Let C be a catenoid in Iw3 with the z-axis as symmetry axis. Let X be the closure of the 
component of Iw3 - C that contains the z-axis. Let 0-U =[(x, y, ;)E Iw31z >O) and ti its closure. 
Let M be an annulus conformally diffeomorphic to D,= {<E Q)lr<lcl< 1) for some r, 
OGr < 1. Let f: M -+iw-’ be a proper conformal minimal immersion of AI. f (hf)= A and 
AcXnti. 
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After homothetically shrinking or expanding C and A, we can assume C is the standard 
catenoid. i.e., C has the conformal structure of C-(0] and is embedded in UP as follows: 
Pa=--{Oj-+RJ 
where 
The Gauss map of C is 
N’(5) = 1 + ,i,z -!--- (2 Re 5, 2 Im 5, [<I2 - I). 
LEMMA 2.1. If AcXn@ then A contains a proper suhannulus A’ that is conformully 
parametrked by E = {{E Cl 1512 I}. Moreocer, in this parumetrixtion G: E+RJ of A’, the 
third component of G is 
G,(S) =a loglil + 6 
Proo$ Nok that the third coordinate function of X is proper. Since f=(f,,f,,f,): 
AfdR-' is a proper minimal immersion and A=f(M)cXn~, f,: M+R is a proper 
harmonic function. It is an elementary exercise in complex analysis that a proper harmonic 
function h on an annulus A with one boundary curve contains a subannulus A’, conformally 
paramctrizcd by E. such that \tIE=u logl<l+ h. 0 
Suppose A’ is the subannulus of A dsscribcd in Lemma 2.1. Since A and A’ both have 
finite total curvature or both have infinite total curvature, we will assume, without loss of 
generality, that A = A’. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Y:E+R’ he u properly immersed minimal annulus, S = Y(E)c R’. Let 
p~lnr( E). Suppose P is the tunyent plune of S throuyh ‘t‘(p) und PndS= 0. Then the 
component of PnS rhur contuins Y(p) is noncompuct. 
Prooj Since S is noncompact. we may assume that S is not part of a plane. If ii is the 
normal vector of P, then h =(Y - V(p)). i; is a harmonic function on E and Y - ‘(SnP) 
= h- ‘(0). Since h is harmonic and h - ‘(0)~ Inr( E), the maximum principle implies that every 
component of h-‘(O) is a one-dimension analytic variety of E. Suppose that the component 
of PnS containing p is compact. Let A denote the preimage of this component on E. Note 
that A is compact since Y is proper. Furthermore. since p is a critical point of the harmonic 
function h, A is a sinyufur compact analytic one-dimensional variety in E. But the 
complement of any such singular variety in the annulus E disconnects E into at least three 
components. One of the components of E-A is unbounded, another contains c7E and at 
least one. say 1, has compact closure z and h@=O. By the maximum principle, Y(Z)c P 
which forces S to be contained in the plane P. This contradiction proves the lemma. Cl 
Suppose now that A has infinite total curvature. We will exhibit a family of tangent 
planes P, of A at G(p,) such that the component of P,nA containing G(p,) is compact. 
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Furthermore, for n large enough. P&A=@. The existence of such tangent planes 
contradicts Lemma 2.2 and this contradiction will prove Theorem 1.1. 
For the part of C in n we have following non-parametric expression: x2 +y2 =cosh2z, 
z 2 0. Hence, at any point p =(x, _v. Z)E C n ti, the normal vector is 
1 
Nc@‘= \/_ 
(-z,, -+ 1). 
where 
and 
zX = Zxlsinh 2z. zv = Zyjsinh 2:, 
1 +zj+:,‘=(sinh’ 2z+4cosh2z) sinh22z=[4cosh2z(sinh2z+ l)],‘sinh22z 
=4 coshJz/(4cosh’z sinh’z) = cosh2:/sinh2z. 
Suppose p=(x. y, z)~ C n I% Let t)(p) be the angle such that 
cos O(p) = N’(p)*(O, 0. 1) = 
Jl&=% 
Then 
sin O(p) = Jw = &. 
: 
Thus sirtO is independent of x and y. We denote it as sinfI(z). For pP=(xO, yO, Z~)E 
AlTXn~ , z. 2 1. consider the solid cylinders 
L’“= ((X, y, :)E !@I.\- +yz <coshz(z,+ I)), 
Lf”={(x,p,z)ELr”lz,-l~z~z,+l}. 
If P is a plane passing through p0 =(x0, yO, :J and vP is the normal vector of P, dcfinc YP by 
the formula cosY,=v,.(O, 0. 1). 
LEMMA 2.3. I/:, is luryr und 
I\y,j<I__=--, 
sin U(z,) 
16 coshq, 16 
then the component oJ PnA rhut contuins p,, is compact. 
ProojI Since p. =(x0, y,, z. ) E ~7, for any (x, y, z) E P&L'" we have 
sin(Y P( 
Iz - zol < 2 cosh(z, + 1) tan;YPl = 2 cosh(z, + 1) ---. 
COSI~PI 
Choose z. large enough so that cos ]YP] ~4. Hence, IY,I satisfies sin(Y,,I < IY,] < 16clsh . 
=0 
It follows that 
(:- 
cosh(:, + 1) 
=01c4' ,6cosh ' 
=0 
Note that cosh(z, + 1) = cash z. cash 1 + sinh z. sinh z. sinh 1. sin h 1 <cash 1<2, and 
sinh :. <cash :o. Hence, cosh(:, + 1) c 4 cash :o, and so I; -:o) < 1. Hence, P&L'"= PnL'Lf 
and PnL'"=PnLp. This implies that the component y of AnP that contains p. must be 
compact (since y t Pn Li" and Ly is compact). cl 
Now we prove Theorem 1.1 that is stated in the Introduction. 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume A has infinite total curvature. Let g:E-+Cu{c;c) be the 
Gauss map of A composed with stereographic projection. Similarly define g:C- (0; 
+Cujx} to be the Gauss map of C composed with stereographic projection. Recall, in 
fact, that in our original parametrization F of C, g(5)= E, for ~EC- {O}. It is well-known 
that g is holomorphic. In particular, if A has infinite total curvature, then g has an essential 
singularity at cc: (see [lo]). Recall that the Gauss map of C is 
1 
NC(()=- 
1 +K12 
(2 Re <, 2 Im 5, ItI2 - 1) 
for <E E and the Gauss map of A is 
N,‘(i)= ’ 
1+ lY(T)12 
(2 Re s(5). 2 Im g(<). lg(S)12 - 1). 
y, z)E C&U, sing(p)=---&. For any (x, y, c)= F(t), cos O(z) Also, recall that for p=(x, 
=NC ~(0, 0, I)=$$ so 
sinO(.-)=Jw=s. 
Similarly dcfinc the angle Y(i) such that cosY(~)=NA*(O. 0, I)=----,-i. 
1 + Ids)l 
Then 
(1) 
(2) 
Since for P = (.r, I’, 2) E A. 2 = G,(i) = F,(r” * exp 6) = a logljl + h, for some u > 0, b 2 0, then 
sinW) 15”.cxphl. 1+l/K”~exph12 ---= 
sin U(z) l&31 ( 1 + ~llk312 > . 
(3) 
Choose a positive integer m > u. Since (r”*exph)/g(<) has an csscntial singularity at 00, thcrc 
is a divergent sequence {en} such that 15: *exp bl/lg(&)l +O as n-r 00. Dclcte a ray I in C such 
that I does not contain any &. Then on C-I, r” is well-defined and 
(4) 
as n-r r. In particular, y(j,)+z as n-+0. So U(FJ(<:-exph))+O, Y(;.)+O as n+,zo. We see 
by (3) and (4) that 
W.) Y(L) =_-. sin Y(&) 
sin 0( F,(<i -exp b)) sin Y(<,) sin 0( F,(li*exph)) > 
-+O, (5) 
as ndco. Here sin0( F,(<i -exph))=sinqc,)= I/coshc,, and L.= F,(<; -exph)=G,(&). 
The larger the n, the bigger the value of G,(<,). By the argument in the proof of Lemma 2.3, 
we can choose n so large that the tangent plane of A at G(j,) does not intersect SA. By (S), we 
can also choose the n so that 
sin g( F,(<: sexp h)) 
< l/16. 
It follows from Lemma 2.3 that the tangent plane of A at G(<,) will have a compact 
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component that contains G(<,). The existence of such a tangent plane contradicts 
Lemma 2.2. This contradiction proves the theorem. cl 
Remark 2.1. Rosenberg and Toubiana [ 1 l] have shown that there exist minimally 
immersed annuli in m with proper third coordinate function and that have infinite total 
curvature. Even though their examples have proper third coordinate function, Theorem 1.1 
shows that they do not lie above any catenoid. 
$3. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THEOREM 1.1 
In this section we will apply Theorem 1.1 to derive some global results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose f: M-+Iw’ is a smooth properly immersed minimal surface with 
smooth compact boundary and having finite topology. A s@cient condition for M to have 
finite total curvature is that / (121) intersects some catenoid in a compact set. If M is embedded, 
this is also a necessary condition. 
Prooj If M is embedded, has finite total curvature. and compact boundary, then the 
ends of M have a well-defined tangent plane parallel to a fixed plane P, say it is the .uy-plane. 
Furthermore, annular end representatives of M can bc chosen to bc graphs over P, each of 
some fixed logarithmic growth in terms of 11(x, y)II (XC [IZ]). Any catenoid C with waist 
circle PnC and whose ends are graphs over P with logarithmic growth grcatcr than the 
logarithmic growth of all the ends of M, must intcrscct M in a compact set. This proves the 
ncccssary part of the thcorcm. 
Now suppose that C is a catcnoid such that B = Cn f (M) is compact. After removing a 
small regular neighborhood off -‘(!I) from M. we may assume that each component of 
f(M) is disjoint from C. Since M has finite topology, we may assume that, without loss of 
generality, M is connected and f (M)nC= 0. Let X and Y be the closures of the compo- 
nents of lR3 - C and assume X is the component that contains the symmetry axis of C. Thus 
eithcrf(M)cX orf(M)c Y. For the first case we apply Theorem 1.1 (in fact every annular 
end has a representative contained in the intersection of X with a halfspace). For the second 
case we can use a theorem of Hoffman and Mecks (Lemma 4 (The Cone Lemma) in [4]) that 
states that any proper minimally immersed annulus in Y has finite total curvature. Cl 
TIiEOREM 3.2. Let f: M + R3 be a smooth properly embedded minimul surface with smooth 
compact boundary and huringfinite topology. Suppose M has thvo catenoid ends, each a graph 
over the xy-plune of opposite signed logurithmic growth. Then M has finite total curacrture. 
Proof. In this case we may assume that M has a catenoid end E, with positive :- 
coordinate and an end E_ with negative :-coordinate. Since M is proper, every end of M 
eventually is contained in the region above E,, below E_ or in the region between E, 
and E_. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, all of the ends of M must have finite total 
curvature. q 
Remurk 3.1. We believe that a properly embedded minimal annulus Ac(W3 - Anti) 
must have finite total curvature. If that is true, then with the Annular End Theorem of 
Hoffman and Meeks. (for details set Theorem 1 in [4]), one can prove the following 
conjecture of Hoffman and Meeks: 
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Conjecture 3.1. Suppose f: izf +R’ is a properly embedded minimal surface of finite 
topology and more than one end. Then M has finite total curvature. 
Remnrk 3.2. It is well-known that a complete minimal surface with finite total curvature 
is conformally equivalent to a closed Riemann surface punctured in a finite number of 
points (see [IO]). Hence. Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the following statement. A properly 
embedded minimal surface M with more than one end has finite total curvature if and only 
if it has finite topology. 
&i. THE PROOFS OF THE REXlAlNlNC THEOREMS 
Let A be the annulus (==(.\:+ip)E~11,<1=(<3) and let r=c’A={c~Al (cl=11 be its 
boundary. Let X : A+‘R’ be a smooth proper minimal immersion of A such that X(A) is not 
contained in a plane. The annulus A has a conformal structure that is induced by the pulled 
back metric of the immersion X and in this conformal structure the coordinate functions 
are harmonic. Let H + = ((.r,, x2, -K&E R31x3 z-0) be the upper halfspace in [w3 and let 
P,= {(x,, x2, X3)E R31.x3 = l ). Further suppose X(A)c H +. We will study the geometry of 
such minimal annuli. First we have 
LEMMA 4. I. Let D he un open suhs~t of A. Suppose thl jiw .wnc t > 0. SD c X_q ‘(I) und 
DnX; ‘(I)= 0. Thrnjw uny PE D, X,(p)>t, i.e., ijX(CD)c P,. then X(D) must fir hw~ P,. 
Proo$ Our proof of this lemma is taken from an argument given in the proof of the 
Halfspace Thcorcm in [S] that a proper immcrscd minimal surface in R’ that is contained in 
a halfspacc must bc a plant. Without loss of gcncrality, WC may assume that D is conncctcd. 
Suppose that thcrc is a point PE D such that X,(p)cr. Then inf,,,,(X,(p))=r,,>O whcrc 
t,<t. By the maximum principle, X,ID > 1,. Hcncc thcrc exists a divcrgcnt scqucncc of 
points, pie D, such that X,(pJ+t,,. Since Xld is proper, X(D) is a closed subset of IwJ. It 
follows that we can choose a small ball H of radius E>O centered at (0.0, t,,) such that B is 
disjoint from X(b) u P,. Suppose n is chosen large enough so that X,(pJ < r. +r:/2 and let C 
be a small circle in P ,u.,,2nB centered at (0, 0. r,+s/Z). Note that there exists a proper 
region ‘6 of a catenoid with ?6’= C. X(p,) lies below %‘, %’ is a graph over its projection onto 
c?H + and the third coordinate of %’ is bounded from above by t, +~/2. (See Fig. I for a 
picture Note that & is not necessarily the waist circle of the catenoid. In bet, there is one- 
parameter family of half-catenoids with boundary C and we are choosing one that is 
flat enough to lie above X(p,).) Let %‘%= (p+(O, 0, s)lp~ ‘t;‘} denote the vertical translate 
of %‘. Since ‘6 n fl+ is compact, (6’ n X(D) is compact and therefore there is a smallest s, 
say sO, such that %‘,n X(D)#@. Since the projection of %‘n X(D) onto C7H’ lies in 
the interior of the projection of K r\ 17’ onto SH +, %‘n A’ is a graph, and 
Fig. 1. 
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%7,,, n X(D) c Int(%,,,) n Int(X(D)). the maximum principle implies that X(D) c KS,,, 
a contradiction. 0 
We will fix some notation. We say p E A is a rertical point if 2 (p) = 0 and F ( p ) = 0, 
or equivalently, X,( T,A) is a plane parallel to SH ‘. Let V be the set of all vertical points in 
A. Let Y,=X; i(t)c A denote the level sets of X, for any t ~0 and let I’,= Vn Y,. An 
essential fact we need is that if PE b< is a vertical point, then there is a cross or higher order 
singularity in Y, at p. In fact, if the Gauss curvature of X(A) at p is non-zero, then in Y, near p 
there are two curves that cross orthogonally at p; if the Gauss curvature of X(A) at p is zero, 
then, near p, Y, consists of k curves that cross at equal angles at p and k > 2. Y, separates 
A- Y, into components, we will call them regions, on which X, is either greater than t or 
less than t. For a fixed value of r, the corresponding regions will be called up reyions or down 
regions depending on the value of X, on these regions. We say two regions in A- Y, are 
adjacent if they have an arc as part of their common boundary. By the maximum principle, 
for two adjacent regions, one is an up region and the other is a down region. Clearly every 
vertical point in I’, is contained in the boundary of at least one down region. The following 
lemma further clarifies this property. 
LEMMA 4.2. if a oerticul point p E V, is cnntuincd in the honndury of only one down region, 
suy D, then there is an embedded loop a in Du {p] ptrssiny throrqh p. Furthermore. 
I. a can be chosen homotopir to r in A; 
2. D is simply connected; 
3. If A, and A, ure the two suhunnuli of A - a, luhelled so that l-c A,, then V, n A, = a. 
In purticulur, V, must be a jinite set. 
ProojI If pE Y, is a vertical point, then there is a cross at p in Y,. Hence there is a small 
disk K c Int(A) and centered at p. such that Y,n K divides K - Y, into at least 4 
components and each of these components has p in its boundary. Among these components 
there are at least two down components, say E, and E,. If p is contained in the boundary of 
only one down region in A - Y,, then E,uE, is contained in the same down region, which 
we call D. Hence for any two points p, E E,, p2 E E,, there is an embedded arc y, in D that 
joins these two points. 
Since p E dE, n dE,, there exists an arc y2 in K joining p, and pr such that yzn Y, = {p) 
and a = y, u yZ is an embedded loop in Du{p). Suppose x is homotopically trivial in A. Then 
a is the boundary of an open disk Fc A and the intersection Y, n F is a non-empty 
subvariety of F. Since X,I?F < t, the maximum principle implies XJF < t. Hence Fn Y, = @, 
a contradiction. Thus, a is not homotopically trivial in A. By elementary topology, x is 
homotopic to l-. 
Suppose D is not simply connected. Let ;’ be a simple closed curve in D-a that is not 
contractible in D. If 7 bounds a disk K in A, then this disk must contain part of c!D, an 
impossibility by the maximum principle since X,l?K ct. Hence, x u 7 is the boundary of a 
subannulus A’ of A with Y, n Int(A’) # a. Again, the maximum principle shows that this can 
not happen. This contradiction proves that D is simply connected. 
The curve a separates A into two annular components A, and A?, where we let A, be the 
one whose boundary contains T. If I’, n A2 # @. then there is a YE V, n A,. The vertical 
point 4 is contained in the boundary of a down region E. We claim E = D. By Lemma 4.1, 
SE n r # 525, so we can connect 4 to r by a path /I in E such that (/j n SE) - I- = (4). Since a 
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separates q and I-, fi A (z - {p)) # 0 and so E A D # 0. We conclude that E = D. This implies 
q is contained in the boundary of exactly one down region. The argument given for the 
construction of the loop z shows that there exists an embedded loop yc D U {q) that is 
homotopic to r and hence y is homotopic to z. Clearly we can choose y so that y n z = 0. 
The curves I and 7 bound a subannulus A,, of A with X,ISA,,<t. Since X, is a harmonic 
function, XJA, ,< t. This contradicts the fact that there exists a W’E A, near q with X,(w) > t. 
This contradiction proves this lemma. 0 
Remark 4.1. The proof of Lemma 4.2 also shows that if D is a down region in A - V, and 
d is not simply connected, then V, is finite. In particular, if V, is infinite. then the boundary of 
every down region of A - Y, is an embedded one-manifold. We will use this remark later. 
In what follows, we will consider connected components of A - Y, and of Y,. We will use 
“region” to refer to a component of A - Y,. and “component” to refer to a component of Y,, 
LEMMA 4.3. Let T= max [XJp)Ip E r). lJX,(y) = t und r > T. then q is nor a cerrical point. 
Proof: X3 is a harmonic function (in the induced conformal structure) and the vertical 
points of A are critical points of X,. If there exists a vertical point q such that X,(q)>t. then 
Y, is a singular analytic l-complex in A which is disjoint from r. Any harmonic functionfon 
A withSlc!A < Tand with a critical point y’ with t =f‘(q ‘)> T, has the property that there is a 
component D of S-‘((-CO, t)) with r7Dcf -l(r). Ry letting /=X3, the existence of D 
contradicts Lemma 4.1, and proves the Icmma. u 
COROLI.ARY 4.1. If thrre is u piecewise smooth emhedrled loop ‘J in A, homolopic to r, and 
X,17 is constunt, then there ure no certicul points ou~sids ‘J in A. In particulur, if X,lr is 
constunt, then Ihvre ure no ver~icul poinrs in A. 
ProofI Notice that the previous lemmas arc true when X(,4) has a picccwise smooth 
boundary. Let A’ be the component of A -7 which is disjoint from r. Suppose T= X,(y). By 
Lemma 4.1 and the maximum principle, X,12> Tand by Lemma 4.3, icontains no vertical 
points. This proves the first statement in the corollary. 
Suppose X,Ir is constant. Since X(A) is smooth and X,>X,Ir, the Hopf boundary 
maximum principle implies that there arc no vertical points on I-. This proves the last 
statement in the lemma. cl 
If the boundary of X(A) is contained in a plane parallel to SH +, we have proved there 
are no vertical points, so we will only consider the case that X(r) is not contained in any P,. 
We will further assume that X,/CA has only a finite number of critical points. This 
assumption on X,ISA holds when X(r) is an analytic curve and XJ2A is not constant. 
LEMMA 4.4. For every r ~0. V, is u finite set. 
Proc$ Fix some t > 0. Notice that p E V, means that the tangent plane of X(p) is P,. We 
observe that Y,n I- must be a finite set. since X,Ir has a finite number ofcritical points. By 
Lemma 4.1. the boundary of every down region of A- Y, must contain an open arc of r. 
Since r- Y, consists of a finite number of components and each component of I- - Y, can be 
contained in the boundary of only one region of A - Y,. there are only a finite number of 
down regions. Let D,. D,, . . . , D, be the down regions of A - Y,. Since each vertical point is 
contained in the boundary of at least one down region. we have V,c uy=,SDi. 
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Suppose r; is an infinite set. Since V,c uy= ,?Di. there is at least one Di, say D,. such 
that SD, contains an infinite number of points of V,. Choose an infinite sequence 
(PJ&,C l,nSD,. By Remark 4.1, D, is simply connected and 2D, is an embedded 
one-manifold. Since D, is simply connected, 2D, contains exactly one component, say A,, 
that intersects T in a nonempty set. Let E be the component of A -A, that contains D,. 
Since E is disjoint from r, Lemma 4.1 implies EnV,= 0. Hence, C’,nSD, CA,. 
By Lemma 4.2. each vertical point in V, is contained in the boundary of at least two 
down regions, and so (p,),‘, , c lJy= JDi. Thus we can assume that there is a D2 with an 
infinite subsequence (pt,) c(lDz. As before, there is a component Ar of SD, such that 
L',nc'D,cA2. Since (A,nA,)nZ-=a and A,nA, is a discrete set containing more than 2 
points. A -(A,uAJ must contain a component F whose closure is a compact disk and such 
that i?FnT=@. Since X,l?F=t, the maximum principle implies X, is constant. This 
contradiction proves this lemma. cl 
Lemma 4.4 tells us that each level set X; ‘(t)c A contains only a finite number of vertical 
points. Our next step is to prove that V, is nonempty for only a finite number of values oft. 
We make a definition that is useful in proving this step. 
Dcjnition 4. I Let r?(l) denote the collection of all down regions in A - Y, which have a 
vertical point on their boundary. Let 9 be the union of the 5?(t) for which t is not a critical 
point for X,IcA. For D,, D2e 9, WC will write D, G D, if D, ED,. 
It follows immediately from the definition of the partial ordering 6 that if D,, D,E% 
and D,nD,#@. then D, SD2 or D,GD,. In particular, if D, G D, and D, G D3, then 
D, < D, or D, 6 D2. This ordering property implies that if 9 has a finite number of minimal 
clcmcnts and each chain D, < D2 < . . . c D, has bounded Icngth, then 9 is a finite set. Thus 
the next Icmma implies 9 is a tinitc sot. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let N(r) do,ore the numtwr of locul minimu of X,/r. 
I. 9 hers ut most N( I-) minimtrl elm,cnt.s. 
2. lj’D,<D2< . . . CD, is u chuin in I/‘. then n G N(T)+ 1. 
Prooj: Since the minimal elements are disjoint from each other and a minimal element 
DEB has a local minimum in the interior of dDnr’, there can be no more than N(f) 
minimal elements. This proves the first statement in the lemma. 
Consider a chain D, -CD, c . . . CD, for some integer n. Suppose for every i, I GiGn, 
that Dig 9(ti) and p, is one of the vertical points in ZDi. By Lemma 4.2, if pi is contained in 
the boundary of only one down region, Di. in 9(ti), then Di is simply connected and 
furthermore any open subdomain containing pi is not simply connected. Since Djic Dj+ , 
for all j<n - I. it follows from the previous statement that at most one pi is contained in the 
boundary of exactly one down region. 
Suppose for the moment that pt is in the boundary of another down region &E 9(tt). In 
this case there exists a local minima mL + , E (‘4 n I- for X,IT. Note that f&c D, + , for k <n, 
and hence m, + , E 2D, + , -?D, when k<n. Let m, ~60, be a local minimum of X,lr. Since 
m, is dcfincd for cvcry i in (I. . . . , n) cxccpt possibly one and the mi arc distinct local 
minimum of X&l-, then nG N(T)+ I. cl 
Proof of Thrwrcm 1.3. After rotation of Iw’ assume that M is contained in H +. Since 
X : Af -rR’ is an analytic minimal immersion of analytic surface. the vertical points of M are 
isolated. Hence, on any compact subset of M there are only a finite number of vertical 
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normal vectors. Choose representative analytic annular ends E,, . . . , E, for M and such the 
boundary curves of these ends are not contained in planes. We need to prove that each Ei 
contains only a finite number of vertical points. 
For any fixed integer i. 1~ i<n, let A = Ei. Then A satisfies the conditions for the 
annulus A discussed in Lemmas 4.1-4.5. By Lemma 4.4, b’, is a finite set for every value t. On 
the other hand, Lemma 4.5 implies that Q is a finite set, as we have already observed in the 
paragraph that follows Definition 4.1. Hence, for some k. 9= uf= ,9 (ti). If &+ I, . . . . tt+” 
are the critical values of X,lr, then C’c u;Z; r’,,. This proves V is a finite set which 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 0 
Proofqf Thortv~ 1.2. Given two properly embedded minimal annuli A,, A2 each with 
compact boundary curve, there exists a standard barrier between them (See Corollary 2 in 
[4]). This just means that there exists a half-catenoid or a plane C such that outside of a 
sufficiently large ball B the barrier C is disjoint from A,uA, and also CUB separates A, -B 
from AZ--B. Now consider the two annular ends E, and EL of M with infinite total 
curvature and let C be a standard barrier between them. Since E, and E, have infinite total 
curvature, Theorem I. I implies C must be a plane. Since C is disjoint from E, u E, outside of 
some ball, Cn(E,uE& is compact. Hence, after removing compact subannuli of E, and E,, 
we may choose E, and E, to lie in the disjoint halfspaces determined by C. The weak 
maximum principle at infinity [73 states: [/ IW properly immersaf minimal surjilccs with 
comp1lc.t hrmnt1crric.s it1 11 /IcI~ ~hcvncmi/idd arc disjoint, thc*y stuy a boundd dis~trncc rrpurt. 
Thcrcforc, the distance from C to E, uE, is greater than some E >O. It follows that we can 
choose closed disjoint halfspaces DU ,, 10, with E, c DO, and E, c W,. This proves the first 
statcmcnt in the thcorcm. 
Suppose now that I:‘, is another annular end of M that is disjoint from E, and E,. 
Corollary 3 in [4] staks: .Suppos~~ hl,, hJ,, hJ, urc rhrec p~rir,c,isc-disjc,in~, properly d~ddcd 
mirrimul SIIt$:Iili~c.s iu [w.‘. ctd~ flus compc~cl houmfury trnd one cd. Thn uI Irust onr of the 
.surJilccs /k.s JWM’WI IWO s~~rrhrtl hurrirrs. On the other hand, Corollary 2 in [4] states that 
a minimal annulus between two standard barriers has finite total curvature. It is evident 
that E, has finite total curvature and lies between E, and Ez (outside of some ball B). If E, 
asymptotic to a half-catcnoid, then either E, or E, lies above a catenoid. By Theorem 1.1, 
E, or E, has finite total curvature which contradicts our hypotheses. Hence, E, is 
asymptotic to a flat plane P. By the weak maximum principle at infinity ([7]) the end of this 
plant P stays a positive distance from both E, and E,. This implies that P intersects both E, 
and E2 in a compact set and hence E, and E2 have proper subends that are a positive 
distance from this plane. Theorem 3 in [S] states that a proper noncompact minimal surface 
with compact boundary in a halfspace of R3 has a convex h.ull that is a halfspace or a slab. 
Since E, and Et have proper subends that are disjoint from the plane P and their convex 
hulls arc halfspaccs or slabs. we see that P must be parallel to C’W I. Since E, is an arbitrary 
annular end different from E, and E,. the second part of Theorem 1.2 is proved. 
Since Y= !ZJ - E,uE, has finite total curvature, Y has only a finite number of tangent 
planes that are parallel to P&U,. Since we can choose E,, and also Ez, to satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1.3. E,uE2 has only a finite number of tangent plants parallel to 
?W,. Thus. AI has only a finite number ofsuch tangent planes which completes the proof of 
Theorem 1.2. 0 
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